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. JenKing05 (Seth) and Author Eliza (Meg) with the
current cover. mother which of them was most likely the

cause of the. at least one of them were dead and he
knew how to get to them.. Then he headed over to the

other side and looked more closely at the dead
woman.Terms and Conditions: 1. RYU CANNOT BE

REFUNDED AFTER THE DEBUT OF THE SHOW. 2. RYU
CAN NOT BE REFUNDED IF YOU SIGN UP AS A WEEKEND
GUEST. VISA: All the guest must have their own visa and

also paid the ticket. Alcohol and drugs are strictly
prohibited in the venue. If found, the guest will be

immediately expelled without any refund. The date and
time of the show will be announced at a later date. *No
Drugs and Alcohol allowed* *No Distractions inside the

venue* *Smoking outside only* *Doors to enter at 20:00
(From the Japanese time) Please understand the

Japanese schedule* *There will be a bar in the venue and
a menu all of the guests. Please drink in moderation.*

MERCHANDISE: The merchandise sold on this event will
be provided only to the presenters who do not sell

merchandise at this event. Please wait until the show to
get the merchandises you want (no other price will be

charged). RATE: Please note that the venue's food is not
included, but a basic menu will be provided on the day of

the event. It is a shared room, only 1 set of bed will be
provided. ROOMS: There will be 4 rooms in this venue.
Please meet at the venue and exchange your money to
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the event. BATHROOM: The bathrooms will be shared
with the common guests and there will not be bath but
only a SINK. Not available the SEAT toilet. Any nuisance

to the common guests will not be accepted. Please
respect everyone in the room. DANCING: Dancing may

be considered as part of the show. But no dancing
(except for the meeting time) may be consider as part of
your payment. No one is allowed to dance in the room. If

there d0c515b9f4
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